IIS privacy policy
for the domain name register for .nu

(The Swedish version of this privacy policy shall prevail).

The definitions for this policy are to be found in IIS’s Registration Terms and Conditions as applicable at any time.

Since September 2013, The Internet Foundation in Sweden (IIS) is responsible for the operation of the top-level domain .nu according to agreement (“the .nu agreement”).

Processing of personal data

Pursuant to current data protection legislation and the .nu agreement, the Internet Foundation in Sweden (IIS) is responsible for processing your personal data in the Domain Name Register.

The personal data (first and last name, personal identity number, address, phone number and email address) that you disclose in connection with domain name registration are saved until further notice as there is a legitimate interest to maintain traceability in the Domain Name Register.

Purposes and legal basis for processing

The purpose of IIS processing your personal data is to comply with the agreement with you (applicable Terms and Conditions), to provide and operate the Domain Name Register and to comply with other obligations under the .nu agreement.

The data may be processed to develop IIS’s operations, as well as to maintain good customer and registry care, which means that the data may be combined with other registries.

In order for IIS to process your personal data, there must be a legal basis for the processing. Under the .nu agreement, IIS is obliged to maintain the Domain Name Register and there is therefore a contractual obligation for IIS to collect and to process your personal data. Furthermore, IIS must fulfil its obligations under the agreement between IIS and you (applicable Terms and Conditions). Processing of personal data for the Domain Holder’s contacts is processed on the legal basis of legitimate interest.

Recipient of personal data

In order for IIS to fulfil its obligations under the .nu agreement, and the agreement made with you, a third party and personal data assistant may have access to your personal data. IIS may also collect data about you from these parties in order to fulfil its commitments.
For example, IIS cooperates with the following third parties or personal data assistants.

- Infrastructure providers and secondary name server operators to ensure the operation of the Domain Name Register.
- Supplier of national census information to collect information about you and to ensure that your address information is correct.
- Survey company for customer surveys.

IIS also collaborates with resellers (registrars) for the sale and performance of registration services under agreement between IIS and the registrar. IIS receives personal data from the registrars in order to establish a correct Domain Name Registry. IIS discloses personal data to these registrars, for example, where they have registered a Domain Name according to an agreement with you, if a Domain Name is to be transferred to another, or to ensure proper information about the Domain Holder.

Certain third parties or personal data assistants may have their operations outside Sweden or the EU/EEA. If IIS transfers data to such third parties or personal data assistants, IIS ensures, for example by agreement, that they process and protect personal data as required under personal data legislation.

**Disclosure**

IIS’s Domain Name Registry is made available on the internet through a domain name search service (WHOIS). If the Domain Holder, or the contact person of a legal person (a company), is a natural person or individual trader, no personal data is published on the internet unless the Domain Holder or the contact person explicitly requests it.

If you choose to register a domain name containing your personal data, this domain name will appear in WHOIS.

As the domain name administrator, IIS is required to ensure that the public can access the contact information in the Domain Name Register. Personal data may therefore be disclosed if someone requests this. IIS may also disclose personal data where this is prescribed by law or regulation, due to an ongoing legal process or following a mandatory request by a government authority. The data that is then disclosed is normally the data required to identify and/or contact a Domain Holder.

**Your rights**

You have the right to request registry extracts containing the personal data that IIS is processing about you.

You have the right to request a change to data that is incorrect. You also have the right to request that your personal data is deleted or its use restricted, but there must then be support for this under the relevant data protection legislation.
You also have the right to object to any processing of personal data if this is provided by law. If your personal information is processed solely with your consent, you always have the right to withdraw such consent.

You may also request such information that you have provided to be disclosed to you in a structured, widely used and machine-readable format.

To request correction, deletion, restriction of processing, access to personal data or to use the right to extract data that you yourself have provided, you contact the IIS Data Protection Officer, dataskyddsombud@iis.se.

**Contacts**

If you have questions or want to comment on IIS handling of your personal information, please contact IIS Data Protection Officer at dataskyddsombud@iis.se.

_The Internet Foundation in Sweden (IIS)_

Box 92073
120 07 Stockholm
Phone +46 8 452 35 00
Corporate ID no. 802405-0190
www.iis.se

You also have the opportunity to file complaints regarding IIS personal data processing to the Swedish Data Protection Authority, www.datainspektionen.se.

This integrity policy may be updated. If so, IIS will notify this on IIS’s website.